FieldLink® Integrators
Connecting you to success with
field-based communication technologies.

connecting the process
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In 1989, StoneL® began manufacturing valve monitors for the process industries. Since then,
hundreds of thousands of STONEL valve monitoring systems have been installed in process
environments throughout the world. This success, combined with our extensive process industry
experience, led to the development of FieldLink,® the industry-leading products and services that
enable you to easily realize the benefits of proven, field-based communication technologies.

Since FIELDLINK’s introduction in 1998, its usage has grown rapidly. Every year, more companies
in more process industries adopt FIELDLINK. To keep pace with this growth — and to make sure
you’re comfortable adopting communication technologies — we’ve developed an exceptional
network of integrators. And they’re ready, willing and able to help you take advantage of the
benefits of this exciting technology.

What your

Your FIELDLINK Integrator offers

FIELDLINK

all the service and support that

Integrator
will do for you.

your fieldbus project could possibly

• comprehensive training for your
staff
• ongoing 24/7 service and support

require. This covers
• initial cost evaluation and
analysis

Any organization that is not capable
of providing this range of service

• system design layout

to you is not eligible to become a

• installation

FIELDLINK Integrator.

• commissioning

How we choose our
FIELDLINK Integrators

It’s not easy to become a FIELDLINK Integrator. And not every organization
qualifies.

First of all, we look for regional organizations with working capabilities in the
process industries. We expect our FIELDLINK Integrators to have
• control systems expertise (PLC, DCS)
• process control software and hardware integration capabilities
• expertise in multiple communication protocols
• electrical and instrumentation engineering and design skills
• comprehensive installation, commissioning and startup abilities
• 24/7 service and support
FIELDLINK Integrators receive
extensive training to ensure you receive
outstanding service.

Once an organization has proven its capabilities in all of these areas, we train its
engineers in the specifics of FIELDLINK products and services. Training combines
comprehensive classroom instruction with
hands-on experience.

After training is completed, each organization must pass a written exam to finally
earn the title of FIELDLINK Integrator. In addition, we communicate frequently
with our FIELDLINK Integrators, and require them to receive additional training
whenever we introduce a new FIELDLINK technology.
Every FIELDLINK Integrator has to be ready
to deliver the support you need — 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

We’ve engineered FIELDLINK to be the best product of its kind. So it’s only
natural that we hand-select our FIELDLINK Integrators from among the best
organizations out there.

Where can you find

There’s a complete and current list of all FieldLink Integrators at the

a FIELDLINK Integrator?

STONEL website. Direct your browser to www.stonel.com/flidirectory
to find the one closest to you. And take the next step toward greater
productivity by letting STONEL help you connect the process.
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